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• Project Title: Is Tusa an Múinteoir: Engaging  
Children and Parents as Learners of the Irish 
Language in an English-Medium Primary School

• Action Research project in partnership with a 4th

class and parents how to create meaningful 
domains of use to speak Irish for learners and to 
reflect on the outcomes and learning experience.

• Pedagogic approaches: 1. Tutoring & 2. ICT-
Mediated learning

• 1 Reconnaissance Cycle & 3 Action Cycles over a 
school year
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1. Presentation of analysis: cycle by cycle or thematic?

AC1                   AC2 

ACa ACb ACc

Initially approached 
analysis in two sections: 

(i) Interim action cycle 
decisions (within cycles, 
cycle to cycle)

(ii) Collective outcomes
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1. Presentation of analysis: cycle by cycle or thematic?

Progressed to:

1. Need analysis (RC 
and initial AC1 data)

2. Thematic approach 
led by Research 
Questions

6.1 Presentation of Analysis rationale (excerpt)

A cycle-by-cycle data analysis structure can mean a specific

intervention or theme is presented in segments and is not

analysed conclusively in its own right. Equally, a thematic

approach which extracts the data from each cycle on a given

theme can arguably obscure action cycle-specific analysis.

In considering both approaches, a thematic approach in

presenting data analysis was chosen for this project on the

informed premise that it presented the clearest structure to

address the overarching research questions.
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2. Research Questions: Central to data analysis 
presentation and discussion

Research Questions 
inform the Analysis 
chapter structure

1. In what ways does an SCT-informed pedagogical

approach to create meaningful domains of use for

learners of Irish impact on learners’ (a) Irish

language use and proficiency and (b) motivation and

attitudes towards the Irish language?

2. Describe and discuss Irish language learners’

experience of an SCT-informed pedagogic approach.

Q1
Q1
Q1
Q2
Q2
Q2
Q1b
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3. Methodology check-ins/ reflections

Needs Analysis
• Pre scores in relation to motivation discussed

• Classes: 
Intervention Class & Control Classes 
Participative Pedagogy Class & Reference Classes 

• Focus Groups 
Children & Parent Research Advisory Groups 
CRAGs & PRAGs

• Concept of comparative groups pre/post testing??
Exploring and addressing the original 

concern in a comprehensive way
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4. Distillation

Next step: Coherence 
Coherence between chapters, coherence between chapter sections. Signposting. 
Does it read like one piece of work? Is there a thread throughout?

Can I reduce the text to present the most important points? Can diagrams help?
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